Why is the Medical Symbol a Snake?

Tıbbın Sembolü Neden Yılan?
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ABSTRACT

Currently, health-related professions and institutions are symbolized with an illustration of a snake wrapped around a branch of a tree, a stick or a rod. In this article, we will try to find out why the snake, which has influenced the humankind since the ancient ages and has been given place in legends and mythologies, has been depicted in ancient age reliefs, statues and coins, and has taken part in written texts, is accepted as the symbol of health and medicine in the light of ancient archaeological coin images.
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Introduction

Nowadays, health-related professions and institutions are symbolized with an illustration of a snake wrapped around a branch of a tree, a stick or a rod. Although there are various animals that have protective instincts for humans or that can communicate with human beings, an association has been accepted to be present between health and this unpleasant and cold creature. Indeed, it is difficult to find any other creature other than the snake that has been attributed such negative meanings. It was once considered a God and was expected to offer remedies (1-3), and then was regarded as a scary creature that could kill humans with its poison.

The snake has influenced mankind since ancient times and has been given a place in legends and mythologies. It was also depicted in ancient age reliefs, statues and coins, and was included in written texts. In this article, we are going to discuss in the light of ancient age coin visuals why the snake is accepted as the symbol of health and medicine.

He was also depicted in antique reliefs, sculptures and coins, and was included in written texts. In this article, we will discuss why the snake is considered a symbol of health and medicine in the light of ancient coins.

Discussion

Snake is different from other animals, as it can slough its skin off, move fast despite the absence of feet and live underground, above the ground and under water (1,4). Thanks to these characteristics, it has attracted the attention of mankind since ancient times, and it has been regarded to be holy and protecting, respected with slight fear, and even worshipped as renewal, youth, fertility, medicine, long life, immortality, common sense, precaution, physical power, potency, wisdom, farsightedness, prophecy, good luck and speed (5-10). The main reason for the association of snake with health is that it gets renewed and rejuvenated by sloughing its skin off. This is a process that symbolizes the metamorphosis among birth, life and death (4,6,11-13). Furthermore, as an animal that can live underground, above the ground and under water, snake is deemed to be a creature which knows the best about the healing power of nature that is evident in natural spring waters, flowers and herbs and thus, the symbol of health and medicine is attributed to it (14).

It is not known exactly where and when the snake first appeared in mythologies and legends, but it is observed to have taken a significant
role in the Eastern and Asian mythologies since 3000 B.C. Mesopotamian workpieces and structures belonging to 2800 B.C. have reliefs and legends about snakes. The most important of these is the Epic of Gilgamesh. A snake took away the jiaogulan that a hero named Gilgamesh took out of the water. Once the snake ate this plant, it sloughed its skin off and rejuvenated (5,15).

Snake is also important in the Egyptian mythology and it has preserved the holy city, Thebai. Thebai is the most prominent health center in ancient Egypt and its totem is a snake (16).

The ancient Greek world had some beliefs and mythologies from Mesopotamia and Egypt, and it accepted the snake as the symbol of eternal life. Asclepius, The God of medicine, was often portrayed in statues, reliefs and coins as experienced and at adult age, accompanied with a snake wrapped around a branch symbolizing the tree of life (17,18) (Figure 1a). This branch is his rod and the snake is usually depicted as wrapped around it (19,20) (Figure 1b). Images of isolated snakes with head up and moving forward in curls mainly symbolize the Asclepius (Figure 1c). The word Asclepius is thought to be derived from the word “askalabos”, which means “snake” in Greek (14,21).

As the symbol of Asclepius, which is a snake, is believed to possess eternal youth as it sloughs its skin off, it was directly associated with health in the ancient Greek world (5). Asclepius was claimed to take its healing power from the snake and the people offered their vows not to Asclepius but to the snake, indeed. When Asclepius became the God of medicine over time, the figure of a snake wrapped around the accessory of the God, which is the rod, became the symbol of his healing power (22-24).

Asclepius was represented as an old and trustable man with a rod in his hand. This shows that medical education will not be short and that the training and practice processes will last so long that one will grow old and hold a rod for support. According to Asclepius, the God of medicine and health, a doctor must also be as quiet as a snake, must not reveal anyone’s secret to others, and work in patience and calmness.

There is no evidence about Caduceum (Figure 2), which is a double-headed snake figure wrapped around the winged rod, Caduceus (25),...
which belongs to another Greek God, Hermes (Mercury in Greek) (Figure 3a). In Europe, only at the end of the Middle age and in early Renaissance age, the double-headed snake wrapped around the winged rod of Hermes began to be used as a symbol associated with health (18,26-29). The first official use of Caduceum is claimed to be by the US Marine Service (29) (Figure 3b).

According to a research conducted in the US in 1992, 62% of professional medical institutions were using the snake wrapped around the rod of Hermes as a symbol, and medical commercial institutions were using the double-headed snake wrapped around Hermes’ Caduceus (30) as their symbol.

However, double-headed snake figure of God Hermes is mostly not used by medical associations in Greece. Instead, the snake figure of God Asclepius that was originated from mythology serves as a symbol for several Greek medical associations (28).

Today, the single snake wrapped around the rod of Asclepius and the double-headed snake wrapped around the winged rod of Hermes are accepted as the symbols of medicine. Consequently, the common figures of both Gods, which are the snakes wrapped around a rod, were adopted as the symbol of health by health-related professions and institutions and they used these in their logos. The figure of snake wrapped around a rod, which takes place in the logo of the World Health Organization, draws attention to the fact that it is very similar to the figure of snake wrapped around a rod, which was illustrated on ancient coins (Figure 4).

**Conclusion**

Snake, which has been mentioned in legends, epics and mythologies since 3000 B.C. and which has taken place in visual or written form in ancient age statues, reliefs, coins and texts has appealed and influenced the humankind for centuries. Since the ancient Greek age, the reason for the snake to be accepted as the symbol of health has been explained in the light of the characteristics attributed to snake.

The snake’s sloughing its skin off sort of means the renewal of life and rejuvenation. Throughout history, the snake has been attributed several features such as power, speed, farsightedness, good luck, healing, health and long life which are associated with the occupations that offer health and it highly deserves being the symbol of health and medicine considering the fact that even its poison is healing for the humankind.

Whether wrapped around the rod of Asclepius or Hermes, all the heroes of medicine proudly wear those snakes on their collars today as their own symbols.
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